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Terms and Conditions: 
 
This event is not a race and all riders must obey traffic laws and the Highway Code and show 
consideration towards other road users. 
 
The route uses roads that are open to traffic and that cycling on public roads or the Velodrome is 
a potentially hazardous activity and that I am responsible for my own safety and any necessary 
insurance. 
 
The organisers cannot be held responsible for any personal injury, accident, loss, damage or 
public liability. 
 
My bicycle should be in a safe, legal and roadworthy condition. 
 
It is strongly recommended that I wear a helmet and that it is my responsibility if I choose not to 
and am aware that a helmet is compulsory on the Velodrome. 
 
I must be in reasonable health and fitness and will consult my GP in advance if in doubt. 
 
I should not be under the undue influence of drink or drugs except for the use of prescription 
medicines where my judgement and reaction times would not be impaired. 
 
If I am responsible for a child under 16 or a vulnerable adult taking part in the event that I will 
stay with them at all times. 
 
I need to train ahead of the ride and am aware of the distances and terrain involved. 
 
I am responsible for managing my intake of food and drink and ensuring I am appropriately 
attired, including the use of sun cream as necessary to ensure I do not suffer any ill effects 
during or after the ride. 
 
I must abide by any directions given to me by the event organisers on safety grounds. 
 
I must not knowingly leave the route of the ride and that if I do so I may not be able to continue 
on the ride or may have to do so without support or signage. 
 
I should show consideration towards local communities through which the ride passes, such as 
by not dropping litter or causing any unnecessary disturbance. 
 
If I fail to turn up for the event, that no refund will be due, although the organisers may allow 
me free entry to the following year’s event (should it take place) at their discretion. 
 
I accept to being contacted by email before the event with information about health and safety 
with regards to preparing for and participating in the event. I also agree to being contacted by 
phone should there be any queries regarding my entry. 
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I grant full permission to Chailey Heritage Foundation, Brighton Housing Trust and CSS Events to 
use any images or film of me or those I am registering for use in marketing materials including 
but not limited to their respective websites, Twitter and Facebook pages, print and broadcast 
media. 
 
I consent to the data on this form being stored in line with Chailey Heritage Foundation’s 
fundraising privacy policy and data protection policy. I also consent to my data being shared with 
Brighton Housing Trust and CSS Events for the purposes of this event only and I understand that 
my data will not be used for marketing or other purposes by any of the above parties unless I 
give specific consent for them to do so. 

https://www.chf.org.uk/Fundraising_Privacy_Policy.pdf
https://www.chf.org.uk/Data_Protection_Policy_-_Summer_2017.pdf

